
 

 

Autumn 2021-2022 French Topics 

Reception  
Introducing a new language; routine vocabulary; greetings and Introductions; colours/ 
numbers to 10; farm Animals; parts of the body; winter weather/Christmas 

Year 1 
Meeting new people; greetings; Harvest: Fruit and vegetables; colours and weather; toys/being kind; 
changing weather; autumn and winter vocabulary; parts of the body- Le bonhomme de neige; Christmas 

Year 2 
Routines; classroom instructions; greetings; breakfast items; autumn vocabulary; weather; warts of the 
body; winter clothes; winter vocabulary/Christmas 

Year 3 

Where is France? Paris? Classroom commands and different way of greetings; asking and saying name 
and feeling; saying how old am I; introduce Months of the year, saying my birthday; introduce days of the 
week and say today’s date; saying where I live; transport; recognise the names of some animals; take part 
in a story in French; recognise masculine and feminine nouns; understand main similarities and differences 
of Christmas in France, practise Christmas vocab. 

Year 4 

Where is France? French speaking countries in Europe, greeting extension, classroom command 
extension; asking name, age and mood; recap Numbers up to 39; revision days and say a different date; 
revision months and birthday date, seasons; writing a birthday invitation from a model; build a sentence 
using classroom objects, colours and number; listen, understand and join in with the story telling; perform 
and record the play; Christmas 

Year 5 

La rentrée: French sounds; family; describing a classroom; activities likes and dislikes; saying what you 
do; creating a video about yourself; using high numbers; giving dates in French 
En classe: talking about colours; telling the time; saying what you think of school subjects; talking about 
what you wear to school; talking about your school day; learning about a typical French school; writing 
about your ideal school; to use Christmas word bank for comprehension when reading a text  

Year 6 

Mon temps libre: talking about weather and seasons; talking about which sports you play; talking about 
which activities you do; discovering sport in French-speaking countries; talking about what you like doing; 
reating an interview with a celebrity 
Ma vie de famille : talking about animals ; using higher numbers; describing your family; describing where 

you live; talking about breakfast; creating a comic; understanding and translating a Christmas text using 

known vocab and language strategies. 


